240217- NB Prices are subject to change without notice.
Terms, conditions & deposits apply to hired goods.

Wheelchairs
Breezy Basix

DAYS Link

The Breezy Basix 2 is a lightweight
aluminium, folding wheelchair
Removable legrests and
height adjustable armrests
Max user weight 130kg
Gross weight 15.9kg

Suitable for full-time use
aluminium frame to ensure
it's extremely easy to handle
quick-release removable
wheels to reduce weight and
make the chair easier to lift
and store
Max user weight 130kg
Gross weight 17.5kg

$ 695

$695

HIRE $30 per week

HIRE $30 per week

$60 minimum

$60 minimum

DAYS Swift Lightweight

Omega TA1 Transit

lightweight aluminium frame,
which easily folds and dismantles
without any tools, the Swift
wheelchair is perfect for
occasional use
Max user weight 115kg
Gross weight 12.9kg

Super light-weight aluminium frame
Swing away removable foot rests
Swing away removable arm rests
Fold down back rest
Easy to fold for travel or storagev

$595

$450

Max user weight 125kg
Gross weight 11.1kg
A value choice!

HIRE $30 per week

Hire $30 per week

$60 minimum

$60 minimum

DAYS Swift Transit

Omega LA1 Transit

Ultra Lightweight Wheelchair
ideal for occasional use
designed with the carer in
mind, the compact lightweight
frame makes it easy to transfer
in and out of a car

Ultra lightweight alloy frame
Perfect for occasional use
Designed for days in or out
Folding backrest, swing-away,
removable footplates
Max user weight 115kg
Gross weight 11.5kg

Max user weight 125kg
Gross weight 8.9kg

$595

$399

HIRE $30 per week

HIRE $30 per week

$60 minimum

$60 minimum
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